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1 Introduction

Tom Sawyer Software produces commercial-quality layout and diagramming
component technology for use by corporate enterprises, software providers, and
educational institutions. Software application developers utilize Tom Sawyer
Software’s technology to solve difficult modeling, complexity management, and
diagram visualization problems. Our focus is the continued research into layout
theory and how we can apply our technical expertise in solving our customers’
problems. To date we have two comprehensive product families, the Graph Lay-
out Toolkit (GLT) and the Graph Editor Toolkit (GET). Designed as software
components to be embedded within customer applications and equipped with
a well-documented API, they are available for a wide range of programming
environments.

2 Products

2.1 Graph Layout Toolkit

The Graph Layout Toolkit [2] is a family of portable object positioning libraries
designed for integration into Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). Currently avail-
able in more than 50 configurations, it creates more understandable graph draw-
ings by choosing geometric positions for nodes and a suitable routing for edges.
The GLT can be used with almost any GUI toolkit, windowing system, compiler,
operating system, or database through C, C++, Java and ActiveX interfaces.

2.2 Graph Editor Toolkit

The Graph Editor Toolkit [1] provides a software framework that eases the ad-
dition of advanced graph visualization technology to GUI products. The Graph
Editor Toolkit is built upon and linked to two framework systems, the Graph
Layout Toolkit and the Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) Library. It is cur-
rently available on Microsoft Windows platforms as DLLs and ActiveX controls,
and a port to Unix is underway. Furthermore, we are working on a 100% Pure
Java implementation of the GET.
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3 Commercial Applications

Graphs are commonly used in communicating relational information that arises
in commercial applications ranging from database design to network topology
diagrams. For example, many CASE tools use graphs to model the dependen-
cies between modules in a large program. Further examples of diagrams which
illustrate relational data are Data Flow Diagrams, PERT charts, various UML
diagram types, and models abstracting complex physical networks such as large
corporate communication networks.

4 Software Architecture

Table 1 shows the 4-tier architecture of Tom Sawyer Software’s technology. The
diagramming layer supports four primary layout styles with specific features
available within each library. Other diagramming features include ports in hier-
archical and orthogonal layout, incremental layout, and nesting functions. The
abstraction layer provides folding, hiding, and collapse/expand functionality to
simplify drawings. For applications requiring a GUI layer, the GET provides

Foundation Functionality

Presentation Zoom, scroll, menus,
icons, inspectors

Abstraction Navigation, folding,
hiding, nesting

Diagramming Sizes, routing, labels,
layout, pasting

Model Graph, nodes, edges

user database

Fig. 1. Technology overview. Fig. 2. Examples of presentation level
functionality: property inspector and
overview windows.

components to create a presentation layer to access the underlying model, dia-
gramming and abstraction layers (cf. Fig. 2), as well as overview windows, prop-
erty inspectors and high-level event handling.
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